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 (15)	It was in this spring, too, that the plague broke out.    C.
 (16)	Accordingly, it was with much concern that I presently received
a note informing me of his departure.    C.
In the relative construction, the antecedent 'it' is invariable,
whatever the number and gender of the relative. The main
verb is also invariable in number, but in tense is usually adapted
to past, though not (for euphony's sake) to future circumstances:
'it was you that looked foolish', but 'it is you that will look
foolish'.
In both constructions, the cthatj clause, supplemented or
introduced by 'it', gives us the subject of a predication, the
relative clause (with it) being equivalent to a pure noun, the
conjunction clause to a verbal noun in apposition, partly re-
taining its verbal character. In both, also, the predication
answers an imaginary question, recorded distinctly in the
relative, less distinctly in the conjunction clause. 'What do
you want?' 'It (the thing) that I want is money.' 'To whom
did you give it?' 'It (the persons) that I gave it to was your
friends.' 'As to your cutting it: give particulars.' 'It—that I
cut it (my cutting it)—was with a knife.'
From the above examples it will be seen that the two eon-«
structions largely overlap. When (as in i, 2, 5, 8) the relative ia
subject or direct object of the clause-verb, or is in the possessive
case, it cannot be replaced by the conjunction; but when its
relation to the clause-verb is marked by a preposition, the
conjunction always may take its place, and sometimes must, aa
in 12 and 13. For the relative clause can only be used when the
question reflected in it is calculated to secure the right kind of
answer. Now the natural answer to the question 'What did you
cut it with?' is not 'difficulty' but 'a knife'. The misleading-
'with' is therefore removed from the relative clause in 13, and
placed within the predicate, the definite question 'What did you
cut it with?' giving place to the vague demand for particulars.
'With' being removed, the relative clause falls to pieces, for
want of a word to govern the relative, and the conjunction clause
takes its place. In the same way, *it was a cab (but not high.
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